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Black legend did not portray good bad men or noble outlaws. The brutality of
Negro bad men was allowed to speak for itself without extenuation. Their
badness was described without the excuse of socially redeeming qualities. They
preyed upon the weak as well as the strong, women as well as men. They killed
not merely in self-defense but from sadistic need and sheer joy. ... Coming
from the depths of society, representing the most oppressed and deprived
strata, these bandits are manifestations of the feeling that, within the
circumstances in which they operate, to assert any power at all is a triumph.
(417-18)
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While storytellers and listeners no doubt received a degree of pleasure from
the exploits of Stackolee and Dolemite, "black folk refused to romantically
embellish or sentimentalize them" (Levine 415). By contrast, the revenant in
Bones brings welldeserved justice to the corruptors of the ghetto, poor souls
who make up a majority of his victims. Thus the film's reliance on white
outlaw conventions is revealed. Bones may not be the quintessential badman
partially because producers invoke a good badman, noting Clint Eastwood's
supernatural avenger in High Plains Drifter (1973) as inspiration (Simon;
Digging Up Bones). Bones' western-style duster helps establish his quasiheroic
image.

Of all the black outlaws, perhaps Railroad Bill most resembles Jimmy Bones
and his ghost dog. Based on the exploits of a turpentine worker in Alabama
who killed a policeman in 1893, Railroad Bill survived by robbing trains for
three years. He stole canned food and forced poor blacks who lived along the
tracks to buy it. According to Levine, legend includes that he was a conjure
man and could transform himself into an animal in order to elude capture:
"With posses close behind him, he would turn himself into a sheep, a brown
dog, a red fox and watch them ride by" (411). The dog in Bones also appears in
multiple forms; early on, a shadow informs of us a transformation into a rat,
and a succubus precedes the gory attack in the nightclub. Tales about bandits
such as Bill remind us that supernormal badmen are not reserved for the
modern likes of Blackula and Bones, and suggest intricate connections within
the black sacred world.10

Despite the movie's ambivalence about its central character, he remains an
unsavory presence who graphically reminds the neighborhood of its sins.
Bones and his canine familiar stalk a romanticized gothic ghetto and reflect its
recent evil past. This "dead" neighborhood may not be an ideal place for
evocative political commentary. Future scholars should address this question
and include consideration of Bones as it relates to tensions between inner city
and suburban blacks, an issue it attempts to raise. I offer that the dog ghost is
incorporated into the film's ghettocentric landscape and marks an urbanization
of the motif. It is mediated by distinct and interconnected black cultural
traditions, as well as by white storytelling. Thus the devil dog's origins in
Bones (by no means completely examined here) mirrors similarly complex
patterns in the creature's earlier American history. Through this process the
spectral hound emerges to spook the hood and warn those who may enter its
domain. If the rural South once gripped African Americans with dangers both
physical and spiritual, now the city contains special dangers to be heeded and
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devils to chase you.
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